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Abstract

This study was aimed at comparing the
effects of cervical stabilization exercises with thoracic
spine extension exercises and cervical stabilization
exercises with breathing exercises on head posture in
subjects with the forward head posture (FHP). FHP is a
poor habitual neck posture that is defined by the forward
translation of the cervical vertebrae and hyperextension of
the upper cervical vertebrae. Continuous FHP adds the load
to posterior cervical structures, for instance, ligament, and
transforms scapular kinetics and kinematics, and affects
the quality of life and activities of daily living. The study
included 30 adults with FHP, with 15 participants in each
group. The experimental group was asked to perform
cervical stabilization exercises with thoracic spine
extension exercises, and the control group was asked to
perform cervical stabilization exercises with breathing
exercises. After 4 weeks of exercise, the changes in head
posture (cranial rotation angle and craniovertebral angle)
were measured again. Craniovertebral angle and
craniovertebral angle were assessed using digital,
lateral-view photographs of the subjects in their usual
standing postures. The results showed that there was a
significant difference between experimental group and
control group before and after exercise (p < 0.05). In
between-group comparison, there were significant
differences noted in craniovertebral angle and cranial
rotation angle in the experimental group compared to the

control group (p < 0.05). Both two groups affect cranial
rotation angle, craniovertebral angle, and postural
alignment, but it is believed that cervical stabilization
exercises with thoracic spine extension exercises directly
affect the thoracic and cervical spines. As a result, cervical
stabilization exercises and thoracic spine extension
exercises are recommended to improve postural alignment.
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1. Introduction
A sedentary lifestyle can cause the forward head
posture (FHP) [1]. Long-term use of smartphones can lead
to the reduction of craniovertebral angle, the abnormal
movement pattern of scapula, and forward posture of the
head [28]. FHP is a poor habitual neck posture that is
defined by the forward translation of the cervical
vertebrae and hyperextension of the upper cervical
vertebrae [2]. Continuous FHP adds the load to posterior
cervical structures for instance, ligament and transforms
scapular kinetics and kinematics [3], affects the quality of
life and activities of daily living [30]
Previous research demonstrated that cervical
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stabilization exercises have a positive effect on FHP [4–7].
Thoracic stretching exercises can improve postural
alignment related to FHP. Various studies have been
conducted on thoracic spine extension exercises for
kyphosis. These exercises can relieve low back pain and
improve lumbosacral alignment [8–11]. Many studies have
investigated the result of breathing exercises in the
maintenance of proper posture and enhancement of motion
ability, and these exercises are being applied as a program
to prevent abnormal postures. Breathing exercises are
effective in improving the respiratory function and neck
posture of those with FHP. In addition, diaphragmatic
breathing is often accompanied by relaxation, postural
correction, and education [12–16]. Thoracic expansion
exercises and abdominal breathing can improve cranial
rotation angle (CRA) and craniovertebral angles (CVA)
[17]. CVA has been found to increase after cervical
stabilization exercises with breathing exercises [16].
Thoracic and cervical strengthening and stretching exercise
programs can improve spinal postural alignment by
decreasing FHP in subjects [18]. Neck and thoracic
extensor strength exercises have a positive effect on the
cervical range of motion and FHP [19].
Although there have been many previous studies on FHP,
there has never been a direct comparison between cervical
stabilization exercises with thoracic spine extension
exercises and cervical stabilization exercises with
breathing exercises in individuals with FHP.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
The number of subjects was calculated by G*power
analysis software (ver. 3.1.9.7, Franz Faul, Kiel, GER).
The sample size was calculated with 0.05 alpha level, 0.5
effect size and power of 85%. This result indicated that a
necessary sample size was at least 29 subjects for my study.
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The present study was conducted on 30 subjects with FHP
attending D University in Gyeongsan, South Korea. Before
participating in the study, all subjects knew about the
study and signed the consent form. The Daegu University
institutional review committee approved this study (IRB:
#1040621-202007-HR-002).
The inclusion criteria employed were (1) CVA 53
degrees or lower [20] and (2) CRA greater than 143
degrees [22]. The exclusion criteria were (1) mental or
cognitive problems that might affect the experiment and
(2) subjects with a history of cervical surgery, injury
limiting activities, and cervical or thoracic fractures.
There were eight male and seven female participants in
the experimental group (EG), with an average age of
20.53 ± 1.92 (mean ± SD) years. Their average height,
weight, and body mass index (BMI) were 173.23 ± 9.79
cm, 68.00 ± 15.55 kg, and 22.46 ± 3.43 kg/m2,
respectively.
There were seven male and eight female participants in
the control group (CG), with an average age of 22.20 ±
2.81 years. Their average height, weight, and BMI were
170.60 ± 9.62 cm, 64.53 ± 16.58 kg, and 21.90 ±
3.78 kg/m2, respectively. There was no significant
difference in general characteristics between EG and CG.
2.2. Procedures
The preparatory experiment began before the formal
experiment. The study lasted from September to
November 2020.
30 subjects with FHP were selected. They were
randomly divided into EG and CG, with 15 subjects in
each group. The subjects in the EG performed cervical
stabilization exercises with thoracic spine extension
exercises, and those in the CG performed cervical
stabilization exercises with breathing exercises. Their
head postures (CVA and CRA) were measured. After 4
weeks of exercise, the head postures were measured
again.
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Figure 1. Cervical stabilization exercises
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Figure 2. Breathing exercises

2.3. Assessment

2.4. Intervention

For change measurement of FHP, CVA and CRA were
measured from previous studies [21]. We selected the
tragus, C7 spinous process, and the lateral canthus as
marker points. The angle formed by the connecting line
between the C7 spinous process and tragus and the
horizontal line through the C7 spinous process is CVA
[29]. CRA is the angle formed by the connection line
between the tragus and the lateral canthus and the C7
spinous process and the tragus [22]. CVA and CRA were
assessed using digital, lateral-view photographs of the
subjects in their usual standing postures [20]. Calculation
was performed using an angle measurement software
program (Angulus; DPP, Beijing ，China ). A mobile
camera (Huawei Nova 5i Pro; Huawei Technologies, Co.
Ltd., Shenzhen，China) was placed 1.5 m away at the
height of the acromion of each subject [22].

2.4.1. Cervical Stabilization Exercises
Cervical stabilization exercises comprised two stages: (i)
1–2 weeks in the first stage and (ii) 3–4 weeks in the
second stage (Figure 1) [23].
2.4.2. Breathing Exercises
Breathing exercises were adopted from previous studies
(Figure 2) [24].
2.4.3. Thoracic Spine Extension Exercises
Thoracic spine extension exercises were taken from
previous studies [25]. Each exercise was performed 15
times as a group and repeated for the two groups (Figure 3)
three times a week for 4 weeks.
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Thoracic spine extension
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Figure 3. Thoracic spine extension exercises
Table 1. Comparison for CVA and CRA between two groups
pre
CVA(°）

EG
CG

50.01±3.5 4

post
α

50.42±2.31

56.23±2.62
54.38±2.67

t
-6.89
-9.47

P

DV

.000

*

7.26±2.55

.000

*

3.95±1.50

t

-4.031
.000*

p
CRA(°）

EG
CG

150.43±4.55
150.94±6.95

140.80±2.77
145.55±4.35

8.443
3.572

.000

*

-9.87±3.63

.004

*

-4.48±2.62

t

4.333

p

.000*

EG: cervical stabilization exercises with thoracic spine extension exercises group
CG: cervical stabilization exercises with breathing exercises group
DV: different value
ɑ
mean ±standard deviation
*

p< .05

3. Statistical Analysis

(Table 1).

Normality was tested by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
The difference within the group before and after the 5. Discussion
intervention of the EG and CG was analyzed by paired
FHP is becoming increasingly common in day-to-day
t-test, and the difference between EG and CG determined
by independent t-test. SPSS (v.20.0, IBM Corp, NY, USA) life, with effects on head posture. This study was aimed at
was used for statistical analysis, and the statistical exploring the effects of exercises on head posture.
In this study, there were statistically significant
significance level alpha is set to 0.05 (5%).
differences found between CRA and CVA in the EG and
CG before and after the intervention. Abdominal
breathing exercises were included in the CG, and thoracic
4. Results
exercises were performed in the EG. Cho et al. [18]
According to statistics from the paired t-test, after the reported that abdominal breathing and thoracic expansion
exercises, CVA and CRA were significantly different in exercises were effective in improving CVA and CRA.
the experimental group (EG) and the control group（CG） Both groups included cervical stabilization exercises for 4
(p < 0.05) (Table 1).
weeks. Kang et al. [26] demonstrated that cervical
On the basis of the statistics from the independent t-test, exercises were performed for only 4 weeks, and they
after the exercises, significant differences were noted caused an improvement in FHP.
between CVA and CRA in the EG and CG (p<0.05)
The cervical stabilization exercise is called the general
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exercise in which various structures that make up the
spine are trained to be placed in a neutral position, and
thus, the muscles that stabilize the spine by improving
flexibility, endurance, and muscle strength are rebuilt [27].
Previous studies reported that cervical stabilization
exercises can control FHP [6]. Stretching can increase
muscle flexibility [31]. However, in between-group
comparison, there was a significant difference between
CVA and CRA. These differences were greater in the EG
than in the CG. In the EG, the subjects performed thoracic
spine extension exercises. While following the thoracic
spine extension exercise 1 program, to keep the neck and
body in line, the subjects should maintain a deep cervical
flexor strengthening posture. Recent reports have shown
that strengthening exercises for the deep cervical flexor
muscles improved neck and shoulder postures. Deep
cervical flexor muscle activation exercises were found to
be effective in correcting FHP [14]. Breathing exercises
also affect CVA, CRA, and postural alignment, but it is
believed that thoracic spine extension exercises directly
affect the thoracic and cervical spines.
However, the limitations of this study are also worth
noting. The leisure sports activities of the subjects might
have affected the experimental results. The study
population included only students, not other professional
groups. The experimental period was short. In the future,
we hope to control other variables more effectively and
increase the experimental population and time.

6. Conclusion
The study was aimed at comparing the effects of
cervical stabilization exercises with breathing exercises
and cervical stabilization exercises with thoracic spine
extension exercises on head posture in subjects with FHP.
CVA and CRA were found to be significantly improved
in the EG. Therefore, cervical stabilization exercises with
thoracic spine extension exercises are recommended to
improve postural alignment.
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